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Serge Brammertz, Advocaten Knoops & Weski, Buckingham palace, Nato, Kremlin, China,
AIHCR,

This email will be published on www.desireestokkel.nl
Serge Brammertz,
I am furious with you!
On 1 may 2007, I started a lawcase against NL within the International Criminal Court.
You received my file and accepted it.
You could have closed my case with legally correct procedures & verdicts within 1 year!
I know you have changed jobs over the past years, but this is irrelevant.

Yesterday, you were on Buitenhof.tv explaining 'what a wonderful job NL-politicians do
in connection with lawcases against foreign dictators'.
This proves that ICC - and the Yugoslavia tribunal - keep Balkenende & co plus Rutte & co
in their comfortable criminal politicial position, so you can arrest foreign dictators and
put them in prison of the International Criminal Court.

All my letters - official letters of objection against the way I am being handled by ICC - are bing
ignored,
so you can arrest foreign dictators.
I have NO fundamental human rights at all, now the Dutch supreme court bins files against
NL-politicians,
who are guilty of crimes against humanity...and wants NL-civilians to be killed by NL-civil servants &
politicians.
I can never turn to the Dutch supreme court anymore for justice!
I still am a Slave in Bloemendaal, who can't sign a labourcontract and have normal life in an average
job.
The local Police can still torture - murder - me, if they want...and burry me in the dunes.
Nobody will know!
I have got 2 children, who's complete youth is hel due to extreme hatred & poverty in our family-life.

You have me tortured & manipulated into death, so you can put Mladic in prison.
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Of course, Mladic and every other foreign dictator must be brought to trial.
But its over and over the same again:
'EU, UN, Nato and individual Presidents from the West may torture & murder as much as they want;
Africa, Arabia...and more ancient communities/countries must deliver dictators for International
Criminal Trials'.

And, what makes me angry is the fact that 'all ICC & ICTY trials are only in connection with Famous
dictators'.
The soldiers who actually murdered 8000 Moslim men still walk free.

ICTY is a fake courtsystem, just as ICC is.
I want you to make clear to Earth that you have made a mistake when you worked for ICC.
You should have closed my case against NL within 1 year.
Now NL-politicians are free to be a warcriminals.
You have hidden it from the world, this causes civil wars Globally.
Because ICC is a Lobby- & Assasinationcentre, soon we will have riots & more hel - in Europe.

Desiree Stokkel
www.desireestokkel.nl
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